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The children featured in the exhibit of Art&Soul Dreams are only a 

small number of the children in Michigan who are in need of permanent 

homes. There are approximately 13,000 in foster care across the state at 

any given time. Currently, there are 340+ children who don’t have an 

identified adoptive family. They are generally between the ages of 8-17, 

and many have special emotional, intellectual, and/or physical needs. 

Nearly all of them have suffered abuse or neglect. 

Some of these children have been waiting several 

years for an adoptive family and have had multiple 

foster care and residential placements, resulting in 

numerous losses and separations. 

The children in this exhibit are beautiful, they 

have many talents, they hope for better tomorrows, 

they worry about the unknown, they have waited 

too long and they dream of belonging to a family. We are hopeful that 

as this lovely exhibit travels across Michigan, a family will see them and 

take the next step in the adoption process.

We invite you to experience the Art&Soul of these children,  

develop a resolve to share what you see here, and invite others into  

this conversation we call “Forever Families.”

Art&Soul Dreams is a 501(c)3. This initiative is designed to both 

raise awareness and increase the rate of adoption for children in the 

Michigan Foster Care and Adoption system. To achieve this mission, 

we have generated an exceptional traveling photo exhibit where every 

child is seen as a work of ART. The exhibit features photos of children 

taken by photographers recognized for their excellence. Booklets are 

available at the exhibits to share the images and stories as well as their 

hopes and dreams. It is our goal that 75% of the children featured will 

be matched with families, mentors or community opportunities. Once 

seen, we believe the people of Michigan will open their hearts to them 

in this sensitive and compelling exhibit.

Everyone has the power to create durable change on a small and 

grand scale, which motivates Art&Soul Dreams. We are not a  

housing facility or agency. Rather, Art&Soul Dreams partners with the 

State of Michigan and local agencies in shaping our communities to be 

places that believe EVERY CHILD IS A WORK OF ART.

All children need love, guidance, and a sense of 
belonging that only a family can provide.

Every Child
Deserves a H  me
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You can help!
Share this booklet | Become a mentor or foster parent

Give a child a loving home

The Soul of a Child 
is Waiting…
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(Every child pictured is in Michigan Foster Care.)
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Welcome to the Third Annual

traveling exhibit
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What’s a rainbow made of? Can we touch the sky?  

If there is a Sunday why don’t we have a “Rain-day”? Such  

big ideas in such little heads! Let Lovely and Princess 

remind you of how magical and full of wonder life is for a 

child of 5 and 6 years old.

These two bright-eyed sisters, full of questions and 

youthful imagination, show us how every day can be an 

adventure. Fun for them, just like you when you were their 

age, can be swimming, dancing, quietly putting puzzles 

together, or a memorable trip to Disneyworld! What are 

they missing? You. They are waiting for you to show them 

the love of a forever family. When they are looking out the 

window tonight wishing upon the night’s brightest star, 

they are hoping you will help make all their happy  

dreams come true!  

— photographed by jenny risher

Lovely &
 Princess
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16-year-old Cheyenne intuitively understands the importance of helping others. 

Although young, this teen is an old soul. Cheyenne wants to be part of a family,  

not just for what she gets, but also for what she wants to give. Cheyenne understands 

that when we elevate others, we elevate ourselves. She wants to be part of the guiding 

light for younger siblings and help them grow. She wants to be there for her future 

parent(s), as they would be there for her. Even Cheyenne’s motivation to become a 

police officer is to help others. We can all learn from her that the most precious gift  

we could give is the gift of our time and attention.

 When questioned about the importance of adoption for older children, it still isn’t 

about just her, but how all children who may not have had a perfect childhood should 

have another chance. Cheyenne dreams of going to church, taking a vacation, or 

adopting a dog with a family-her family. Yes, she has had trauma in her life, but because 

of that, she has a sense of humility and compassion. This young lady takes your breath 

away. Want to see something magical? Make her smile by changing her world.   

— photographed by christopher schneider

Cheyenne

Do you have your running shoes on? Hurry up because Jonathan isn’t the type  

of boy who follows a path. Rather, he is the type who blazes a trail! The adventurous 

side of this guy’s guy shines brightly even on the cloudiest of days especially when  

he has the chance to go camping. Are you worried about black bears? Snakes?  

Thunderstorms? No problem! Some things you take in stride. That’s just Jonathan.  

This 13 year old loves sports especially shooting a swish on the basketball court or 

working on his victory dance after scoring a touchdown. Jonathan, however, can do 

more than just build a lead on the court or football field. Cheer him on as he builds 

houses, race cars, even dinosaurs out of Legos and Lincoln Logs! What’s his next 

project? This one he can’t do alone. He needs you. He is looking for the chance to 

build a family. 

— photographed by sue o’callaghan

Jonathan
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Dominique
Meet Dominique, a 16 year old who is in a league of his own! This athletic teen 

is going places-fast! Pick a sport, any sport, and if it includes running, count him in. 

Dominique does many things well but four things top the list: sports, math, sleeping 

(most likely dreaming more about sports) and eating! In addition, by being smart, 

hardworking, polite and kind, he has most of his bases covered.

 Although Dominique has been thrown plenty of curve balls in his young life, he 

is not down for the count. He just wants a fair chance to have a childhood like other 

children. His “Field of Dreams” includes Christmas celebrations, Halloween parties, 

and summer trips. It includes parents, brothers and sisters cheering him on at his 

games or asking him to help them with their math homework. Dominique has a game 

plan for his life, but this will take a team effort. Dominique wants to score a family. 

Are you ready to step up to the plate?

— photographed by colin mcconnell
Meet Sativa, a teenager unique in so many ways (for example just call her Nali) who sees 

life as a smorgasbord of interests. 

First on the menu, we see this emerging chef exploring the world through her cooking 

skills. Just like the finest of cuisine, Nali can be sweet, spicy or even a bit salty! Using her  

creative imagination, Nali travels to the orient to enjoy her favorite plate of sushi, explores 

the Italian countryside with her other preferred dishes, eggplant parmesan or fettuccini  

alfredo, or stays more local traveling the South dining on fried green tomatoes.

Nali’s refinement shines through a culinary palette certainly, but there is so much more  

to this complex teenager. The call of the wild is heard by Nali to adventure into the great 

outdoors to either go fishing or hunting, finding those beautiful Michigan days to go  

swimming or playing golf, or running through a field on horseback. 

As for school, Nali appreciates the challenge of Science and Math so much that becoming 

a biomedical engineer is on the to-do list when the time comes to choose a career path. In 

those moments that don’t require her intellect, passion for the outdoors or cooking skills, Nali 

nurtures the fertile nature in her mind simply playing that creative game, Quelf, expanding 

her vocabulary with a challenging game of Scrabble, or simply listening to music.

Imagine YOU saw Nali’s life as a Scrabble game, what letter is missing from these words?

_NIQUE    _PBEAT    _NDERSTANDING   _NFORGETTABLE    _NCONDITIONAL LOVE

— photographed by jeff cancelosi

Sativa-“Nali”
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 “Be the change you wish to see in the world,” said Mahatma Gandhi. Curious what 

that looks like?  Meet Shantoria-someone who embodies that at the youthful age of 

14. This creative and bubbly teen dreams of being a princess or a ninja, but mostly to 

be a singer when she grows up so she “…can change the world.” While confidently 

understanding her talents are many, Shantoria still embraces her youth through dance 

parties, dressing up, or watching anime.

 If you are thinking to yourself, “What a beautiful soul,” you’re right! Her destiny 

is greater than her expansive imagination.  All she is looking for is a family to share 

her life with, to be there in good times and bad, to know she is loved unconditionally. 

Shantoria is ready to start a new chapter and YOU can help her say goodbye to the 

challenges she has faced up to this point and help create a future full of possibilities! 

— photographed by robert dempster

Shantoria

What do dogs, the ocean, and travel all have in common? Aliyah! This 14 year old 

with a positive attitude has a special attraction to dogs. So much so, that someday she 

wants to be a professional dog trainer. Perhaps it’s because dogs don’t judge others by 

external things, but by who they are on the inside. They are loyal, faithful, and are never 

critical. Hmm. That sounds a lot like Aliyah.

Then we have her fascination with the ocean, where it can be calm and serene or 

rough and chaotic, but in the end it’s always beautiful. Aliyah wants to be a marine  

biologist to explore all below the surface that calls the ocean home. Perhaps, it’s because 

it’s a place of unimaginable beauty, mystery, and freedom. Hmm. That sounds like Aliyah too.

She has her dreams just like other children have theirs. Just like you have yours. To 

have the opportunity to see the world with a forever family, either down the block or 

across the country, is the hope this teen holds in her heart. She may be a single drop in 

an ocean of humanity, but she knows there is a special family out there looking to find 

her. Maybe she just did. 

— photographed by patrick gloria

Aliyah
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To be part of and experience the love of a family is life’s greatest blessing.  Imagine 

for a moment the peace brought into a child’s heart knowing they will love and be 

loved for the rest of their life.  At 15, Dayjah wants that too. She knows being a part 

of a family, perhaps yours, means she will be part of something wonderful.

 Being a member of a family that accepts her as their own, to continue to see her 

brothers and sisters on a regular basis, and to have the chance to go to college and 

possibly become a pediatrician to help other kids, are her life’s dreams. These are all 

within reach for her, and you can be part of this journey.

Dayjah lives her life full of joy. She’s funny, loves to show her creative side with art 

and dance, studies hard, and enjoys reading. Still she hopes to share those moments 

of simply sitting on a couch watching a movie, sharing a meal, and hearing her family 

cheering her name at her basketball games! Dayjah understands that “family” isn’t 

defined by blood: rather, it’s defined by commitment and love.

— photographed by lisa spindler

Dayjah

How do you spell “family?” HINT: It starts with YOU and ends with Z-Zhaquandria 

to be exact. Be ready to raise your game though because she is one cool 15-year-old. Sure 

she loves to do typical teenager stuff like go to the movies, chill with friends and go to 

the mall. Certainly she loves all the major food groups that include pizza, grilled cheese 

sandwiches, candy and coffee.

 What makes “Z” cool is not what she does but how she does it. For her being cool 

means having the confidence to be herself. Z knows how bright, kind and helpful she is 

and wants to share her gifts with a family. It means she can express herself creatively by 

doing her nails differently every week, singing in the choir, or comfortably explore quieter 

times with a good book. It means striving in school to go to college to live to her potential.

Are you looking for a way to make a difference in a child’s life? Start with Plan Z.

That’s cool.

— photographed by catherine sareini

Zhaquandria“Z”
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The “D” is where it’s at!  Am I talking about Detroit? 

Not this time. The “D” is for the dynamic duo, Donald 

and Dylan!

These two 14-year-old twin brothers bring double the 

joy. Looking on as these built-in best friends delight in the 

simple bliss of sharing time with one another reminds us 

of the basic need for genuine unconditional love. 

Donald, who dreams of being a super hero, fills the role 

admirably as he watches over his special brother. When he 

is not spending time with his passion for video games and 

wrestling, this reserved (some might say shy) defender for 

truth, justice and the American way can be found driving 

in for a lay-up, or running the bases.

Dylan, the embodiment of quiet reflection yet abundant 

energy, finds a grounded comfort that he displays through 

his creative side. In spite of the challenges life has gifted 

Dylan, he displays an inspirational spirit revealed to all 

lucky enough to know him. 

These two fine boys, blessed to have a head start by 

having each other to call family, are looking for more.  

They are looking for you. After all, even super heroes need 

families too!

 — photographed by jocelyn muirhead

Donald
& Dylan  
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Where there is kindness, there is goodness. Goodness looks like Walter. This typical 

easy-going 15-year old teen is extraordinary. He loves all sports, adores his little sisters, 

enjoys school, and can’t wait for holidays! Christmas is awesome, Halloween is a blast  

especially going to different haunted houses, and St. Patrick’s Day is special because you 

might be lucky enough to find that pot ‘o gold! 

Maybe at the end of that rainbow is more than a pot of gold. Maybe it leads to the riches 

Walter truly dreams of-someone to call “Mom” to kiss him goodnight, “Dad” to throw a ball 

around, a little sister or brother to teach how to ride a bike, a dog to take on walks.

Walter is indeed typical-and extraordinary. Mister Rogers said, ”Anyone who does anything 

to help a child is a hero to me.” Right now you have the power to say, “I can change the course 

of Walter’s life.” Right now you can become Walter’s hero.

— photographed by felicia tolbert

Walter Bob Marley said, “Love the life you live. Live the life you love.” As soon as you meet  

Miyonah, 16, you will know she lives by this. Her expressive eyes and genuine smile reveal a 

beautiful energy. When talking about swimming, her soul lights up and will boldly share that 

she could be a professional swimmer. For Miyonah, home is not just where the heart is, but also 

where the pool is! This confidence comes from being polished by life’s experiences and not  

diminished by them. She recognizes she is strong, beautiful, and most importantly, she is enough. 

In addition to her passion for water, this enthusiastic girl has a great love for animals.  

Dogs, horses, rabbits and snakes have run, galloped, hopped and slithered their way into her 

heart to the point where she is seriously considering becoming a veterinarian. Still, there are 

some things she missed out on when younger like going to Disneyworld and meeting  

Cinderella. She would still love to check them off the list even while looking to the future.

Miyonah couldn’t control where she came from, but can control where she’s going. It’s 

simply more special to look forward to life’s experiences knowing you are part of something 

bigger.  “I really just want a family to love me and to make me feel like I belong,” she says. 

Imagine waking up every morning knowing one day something wonderful will happen and 

discover she is part of a family. For Miyonah, she hopes today is that day. 

— photographed by laurie tennent

Miyonah
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Childhood experiences, both positive and negative, have tremendous influence on  

lifelong health and opportunity. Early experiences are an important public health issue.  

This foundational research is referred to as Adverse Childhood Experiences (ACEs).

 

Learn about preventing ACE’s, their effects on our community, and help guide the  

conversation in how local efforts can build a resilient Michigan. The good news is resilience 

can bring back health and hope!

• Michigan ACE Initiative on Facebook  @MichiganACE 

• Michigan Association of Health Plans http://MAHP.org  

• Aces Connection www.acesconnection.com 

MID-MICHIGAN
 • Lansing Community College, Lansing 

 Fostering Stars
 • Michigan State University, East Lansing 

 FAME 

WEST MICHIGAN
 • Aquinas College, Grand Rapids 

Fostering Success Scholarship
 • Ferris University, Big Rapids 

 Ferris Youth Initiative (FYI)
 • Grand Valley State University,  

Grand Rapids 
 Fostering Lake Success

 • Kalamazoo Valley Community  
College, Kalamazoo 
 Campus Support 

 • Western Michigan University, Kalamazoo
    Sieta Scholars Program

NORTHWEST MICHIGAN
 • Northwestern Michigan College,  

Traverse City 
 yourNMC 

SOUTHWEST MICHIGAN

 • Lake Michigan College, Benton Harbor 
   Start to Finish

SOUTHEAST MICHIGAN
 • Eastern Michigan University, Livonia 

 MAGIC 
 • University of Michigan, Ann Arbor 

 Blavin Scholars
 • Washtenaw Community College  

District, Ann Arbor
   Scholars Motivated to Advocate  

 & Realize their Talents (SMART)
	 • Wayne County Community College
   District SMART Program 
 • Wayne State University, Detroit
   Champions Aspiring to Make  

 Pathways to Success  (CHAMPS)

THE THUMB
 • Saginaw Valley State University  

& Delta College, Saginaw 
 F.A.S.T. 

 • University of Michigan- Flint 
 MPowering My Success

Adverse Childhood Experiences (ACEs)

Michigan post secondary schools that offer assistance to students who were in foster care 

and can help guide those affected by ACEs on the path to resiliency. 

ASSISTANCE MAy INClUDE

Tuition | Campus Support | Campus Housing | 24-hour Campus Coach | Meal Plan

Adoption Navigator program is offered through Michigan Adoption Resource Exchange 

at www.mare.org. Adoption Navigators are experienced adoptive parents who offer guidance 

and personal knowledge to potential adoptive families. The Adoption Navigators have many 

years of parenting experience, adopted a number of children, and have knowledge of foster 

care, infant and older, and domestic and international adoption procedures.

Families who contact MARE for initial adoption information will be given the option to 

work with an Adoption Navigator to help guide you through the process. This is a free and 

voluntary service.

Michigan Adoption Resource Exchange | 800-586-6273 | www.mare.org

How to navigate www.mare.org website:

•	The Advanced Search button on the View Waiting Children link lets you sort your search 

by gender, age, race and impairment levels.

•	Under the Find a Licensed Agency link, you can look for resources for foster care, special 

needs adoptions, infant and international adoptions. 

•	On the Events Calendar, you can find training sessions held across Michigan, including 

orientations and adoptive parent support group meetings. 

Michigan Adoption
Resource Exchange
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The trauma of losing three grandparents combined with the separation from my family 

left me devastated, scared and alone as I entered the foster care system. I spent two years in 

foster care before giving consent to be adopted. I met my adoptive family, and soon enough at 

the age of 15, I truly was a part of the family. One thing that this included was grandparents. 

This is my grandpa Rick. He has become one of my greatest supports in life. He teaches me 

life lessons, lends an ear, and supports my education not just emotionally, but financially too. 

I received many scholarships and grants due to high academic marks as well as my foster care 

status, but it was my grandpa who guaranteed that I graduated with my bachelor’s degree 

without debt. I believe a lot of kids in foster care could thrive and reach their potential if they 

had the support of a stable caring adult. I often find myself in awe by how God blessed me 

with not only a loving family, but more grandparents who would do everything they could to 

ensure I would be successful, there really are not words.” 

Success Story

Natalie Kay-Flaherty
photo provided by natalie

We thank these award-winning photographers, 

they continue to change lives. Each child is 

partnered with a photographer and featured for 

a year in a monthly traveling exhibit. These 

photographers have shared their time, talent 

and passion in hopes of capturing a special smile, 

incredible spirit, the love between siblings, or 

the look of hope in a child’s eyes. 

Thanky u

EVERY CHILD IS A WORK OF ART
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JEnnY RISHER

Birmingham 
Jenny Risher Photography

www.jennyrisher.com

CHRISTOpHER SCHnEIDER
Hamtramck 

www.schneida.com

SuE O’CALLAgHAn
Beverly Hills

suegoblu@aol.com

COLIn McCOnnELL
Detroit

www.detroitrespect.com

JEFF CAnCELOSI
Beverly Hills

Facebook @Jeff Cancelosi
Jscancel@sbcglobal.net

RObERT DEMpSTER
Birmingham

www.studioD661.com
Designsbydempster@gmail.com

pATRICK gLORIA
Clinton Township
Gloriouso Photography LLC
gloriousophoto@comcast.net

LISA SpInDLER
Detroit
www.spindlerproject.com

CATHERInE SAREInI
Dearborn
www.sareiniphotography.com
Instagram @hajikitty

JOCELYn MuIRHEAD
Rochester
Jocelyn M. Artistic Photography Inc.
www.jocelynm.com

FELICIA TOLbERT
Oak Park
www.starpointephotography.com

LAuRIE TEnnEnT
Birmingham
www.laurietennentstudio.com
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Who can adopt? 

•	Must be 18 years of age - married or single.

•	Must have sufficient income- you can own or rent your home.

•	Must provide a child with love and stability.
•	You do not have to have children of your own.

•	Must participate in an orientation and training to begin the adoption process.

What kind of income must an adoptive parent have?
•	Sufficient income to meet a child’s needs. 
•	Most adoptive parents receive financial assistance eligibility is determined  

by the MDHHS Adoption & Guardianship Assistance Office.

•	In many cases, children are eligible for continued Medicaid after adoption.  

What is a Home Study?
•	Knowledge, preparation, and communication are the keys to successfully  

completing a home study.  
•	A home study is conducted after you complete an orientation class and an  

application to adopt or foster. 
•	In addition, there are screening references, training requirements, and criminal  

history/background checks.

How long will the adoption process take?
•	When you contact an agency, you will be assigned an adoption worker who will  

work with you through the home study process and adoption.

•	Once you start the home study, it may take four to six months to complete. 

•	The length of time to be matched with a child may depend on the age of a  

child you are willing to consider. 

•	The greatest need is for families for older children and sibling groups.

Is there a fee involved?

• Minimal fees are associated with adoption through foster care.

•	Costs may include court filing fees, medical and legal documentation  

necessary to complete the adoption.

Where does the Art&Soul Dreams exhibit travel?

Become a Foster Parent 

• A foster parent provides a temporary loving home for a child(ren) in 

foster care. The foster child(ren) may eventually be reunited with their 

birth parents or be placed with a family who will adopt them. 

•	Many adoptions through foster care are by foster parents.

Become a Mentor  

•	Mentors are caring, stable adults to children who otherwise might not 

have one in their lives. They are a friend, advocate and supporter who 

will listen, care and help.

•	Mentors and their mentees meet monthly which helps build and 

strengthen a strong and meaningful relationship.

•	Mentors receive training and support along the way.

Ideas to Contribute in Other Ways

•	Donate a service or resource.

•	Do you own a salon and could help make a child feel special with  

a new haircut or manicure? 

•	Teach an art project, give music lessons, teach computer skills  

or tutor a child in math or reading.

•	Become a volunteer at an agency that serves children. 

Join the Art&Soul Dreams Movement 

•	Follow us on Social Media

•	Share the Booklet

•	Host an Exhibit

•	Volunteer

•	Mentor

•	Foster

•	Adopt

FAQ - Frequently Asked Questions

Art Galleries | Hospitals | Libraries | Museums | Places of Worship

Restaurants | Retail Establishments | Salons | Schools | Special Events

Interested venues please call to schedule an exhibit: 248-227-4643

Can Help
How Y u

EVERY CHILD IS A WORK OF ART

DR E A M S

Facebook “f ” Logo CMYK / .eps Facebook “f ” Logo CMYK / .eps

Social icon

Rounded square
Only use blue and/or white.

For more details check out our
Brand Guidelines.
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Adoption agencies contractd by MDHHS  

provide adoption services throughout the state  

of Michigan.

A full listing of the agencies can be found on 

www.mare.org

indicates locations of  
Michigan Adoption Agencies

EVERY CHILD IS A WORK OF ART

DR E A M S
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Art&Soul Dreams harnesses the power of art and social awareness to 

generate mindfulness, stimulate dialogue, change perception, and encourage 

positive change around the conversation of children in foster care.

Art&Soul Dreams is motivated to help educate, inspire individuals and 

communities into the conversation we call “Forever Families.”

We accomplish this via art and activism. As this local exhibit travels  

for the next year, we ask you to help locate exhibit venues, adopt or foster  

a child, become a mentor, make a donation, or just help spread the word 

and share the stories of these courageous children.”

The success of this mission is based on you, our neighbors, friends, 

known and unknown. 

On behalf of Art&Soul Dreams and the children in foster 

care, and most importantly the children and families 

that our local agencies serve, we would like to extend our 

deepest gratitude to you for your belief in our work and your 

ongoing support. Every child deserves the love of a family. 

Thank you for opening your heart and soul.
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Executive Director and Founder 
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